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an interview with the author and illustrator of
the graphic novel, escape to gold mountain!
You're an
accomplished
architect in one
of Canada's most
vibrant cities…

I love
drawing!
Drawing cartoons
is just another way
I express my
creativity

what compelled
you to step outside
your profession and
pen the story of
Chinese immigration
in North America?

why present it
as a graphic
novel?

More compelling was
the realization that I
may be the last link to
stories shared by
ancestors who lived the
stories in my book
Young minds
are easily
distracted with the
many competing
technologies out
there…
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but anyone can
read a book anywhere
- it may be paused, reread and continued
anytime

A comic book can help
build on the gift of
imagination... I recall
the old "Classics
Illustrated" comic
books of my childhood

Did any particular
graphic novels
inspire or
influence Escape to
Gold Mountain?

They were wonderful!
engaging… with well
told stories and pictures.
A good story is the
foundation to
learning...

Will Eisner's
many books
inspired me. In
particular, "Fagin
the Jew*"

It opened my eyes
to a world of
possibilities... of
creating and expanding
narratives

*Fagin the Jew, was Eisner's
prequel to Oliver Twist!
I grew up with
"Asterix the Gaul"...
and later shared this
book with my children,
which became a favourite
book series for a new
generation!

Good
stories are
timeless!

that's for
sure!
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Were you
inspired by any
other minority
narratives?

My children and I had the great
opportunity to have had wonderful
aboriginal (native American) friends.

david!
did you eat up
all the
bannock…
again?

A most favourite
event for the young
and old were the
community
celebrations…
Everyone
looked forward to
the stories of creation
and the stories of the
Trickster
(i.e. Raven)!

In addition,
grandma told
me stories of
her youth… with
many Chinese
folktales
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Have you ever
experienced prejudice
or racism because of
your Chinese heritage, or
because of your
family's immigrant
history?

Sometimes
the prejudice
is not based on
race

Sadly,
yes

I've also
experienced
bias from other
Asians

There isn't a
year that passes
by when I or a family
member does not
experience
racism

Some of our new citizens
to our nation look down
at multi-generational
CbCs/ AbCs for not
being able to speak
Chinese

…or because we
no longer share
their mannerisms or
values …and see us
as outsiders

*cbc/abc:
Canadian born Chinese/
American born Chinese

Reading Escape to
Gold Mountain, one
is struck by how similar
some of the historic antiChinese sentiments were to
the anti-Hispanic and
anti-Middle Eastern
rhetoric and behavior we
see happening
today…

Were you
conscious of
these similarities
as you wrote and
sketched the
book?
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No…

I did not
consciously think nor
connect current day
rhetoric to past ugly
sentiments. I guess because I
live in Vancouver, one of the
more diverse and tolerant
places helped shelter
much of it

I was
aware of how
history so
often repeats
itself

How people
often find a
scapegoat to
lay blame
I attribute
this to
leadership, and
how the personal
biases and
prejudices of a
leader can
influence a
population

What message might
readers take
from Escape to Gold
Mountain about the
future of immigration
in the US and Canada?

The word "multiculturalism"
along with its associated
concepts of "acceptance" and
"tolerance" do not always strike
a chord with the ordinary
working person…

The benefits
of diversity are
hardly ever
spoken of…
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It would be
better if people
explore the beauty
and joy of diversity how magic is created
when cultures and
peoples
intermingle...

The incubation of
the many successful
technology and creative
industries in the Pacific
Northwest is a solid
recent example of this
fusion of ideas and
cultures

any thoughts About
the political and
social relationships
between
the US, Canada,
and China?

the blossoming
and synergy of ideas
when peoples and
imaginations are cross
pollinated. That's the
engine of
innovation

So immigration
should be
showcased as a
beneficial ingredient
to the overall
health of a
community

It is an
interesting time
in human history. I
think there will be
the usual protective
rhetoric as
competition for
resources
increases

Let’s figure
out a way to work
with one another …
for the benefit of
future
generations

let's
begin by
sharing our
stories!
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